Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Cannington on Wednesday, 10 July 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees  
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.00pm  
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr C Kerr, Mr M Pascoe  
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu  
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings  
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:  
Injury: Race 9 BORUTO (10/7)  
Illness: Race 6 UNO LOZZA (9/7)  
Stewards Permission: Race 8 WESTWORTH (9/7)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:  
R23(2) - Race 7 GO PRO x 10 days (9.32am)  
R37(2) - Race 7 LIGHTNING SEVEN x 10 days (5.35pm)

SATISFACTORY TRIALS: R71 - Race 7 GRAND LARCENY  x 1 Field  
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 2 RASHFORD, Race 4 FAB PHILIPPE, Race 10 SWEET TREAT

STEWARDS ADVICE: The following greyhounds had pre-race swabs taken this evening WESTERN RIPPLE (Race 10) and RED RIGHT HAND (Race 11).

Race 1 - Mixed 5/6/Country/275 - Mixed 5/6 - 6:39 PM
(275M): WAGGERS began quickly. CANYA FAB began slowly. FREAK ON KNEE checked off the heels of WARRANTED soon after the start. COMMANDER JACK & RICKSHAW MILLIE collided soon after the start. COMMANDER JACK checked off the heels of RICKSHAW MILLIE on the first turn. IRONBARK LASS & WAGGERS collided on the first turn. CANYA FAB & JUDO collided approaching the home turn. WARRANTED & FREAK ON KNEE collided approaching the home turn. FREAK ON KNEE & JUDO collided on the home turn. WAGGERS & WARRANTED collided on the home turn. FREAK ON KNEE checked off the heels of WAGGERS in the home straight. COMMANDER JACK shifted out and raced wide in the home straight.

Race 2 - Maiden/City/520 (1) - Maiden - 6:59 PM
(520M): UNO CARLA & EVONNE'S GOT SOX began quickly. DONATE NOW began slowly. DONATE NOW checked off the heels of SKETCHY SOLO soon after the start. ULTRA PERFORMER & EVONNE'S GOT SOX collided soon after the start. ULTRA PERFORMER & SKETCHY SOLO collided soon after the start. EVONNE'S GOT SOX & SKETCHY SOLO collided soon after the start. ULTRA PERFORMER checked off the heels of SKETCHY SOLO and collided heavily with DONATE NOW soon after the start. SKETCHY SOLO checked off the heels of WHO'S GOT SPICE approaching the first turn. WHO'S GOT SPICE & EVONNE'S GOT SOX collided on the first turn, WHO'S GOT SPICE lost ground and collided with SKETCHY SOLO. DONATE NOW checked off the heels of SKETCHY SOLO and collided with WHO'S GOT SPICE on the first turn. WHO'S GOT SPICE & ULTRA PERFORMER collided at the catching pen. RASHFORD & UNO CARLA collided approaching the finishing line.

Race 3 - Maiden/City/520 (2) - Maiden - 7:22 PM
(520M): BUSHMAN'S SWAG began quickly. SPOOKIE CHARM & STEAMLINE began slowly. EQUITY SHARE stumbled and lost ground soon after the start. RIPPIN' CROW checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S SWAG soon after the start. BUSHMAN'S SWAG & WHO'S GOT CASH collided approaching the first turn. WHO'S GOT CASH & STEAMLINE collided on the first turn. DIAMOND GEORGE checked off the heels of RIPPIN' CROW on the first turn. EQUITY SHARE checked off the heels of SPOOKIE CHARM at the catching pen. STEAMLINE raced wide at the catching pen. DIAMOND GEORGE checked off the heels of STEAMLINE in the back straight. SPOOKIE CHARM & EQUITY SHARE collided in the back straight. EQUITY SHARE checked off the heels of SPOOKIE CHARM approaching the home turn. DIAMOND GEORGE & EQUITY SHARE raced wide on the home turn. EQUITY SHARE raced wide in the home straight.

Race 4 - Grade 5/Country/380 - Grade 5 - 7:42 PM
Race 5 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 8:05 PM
(520M):  JELLY BABY & FAB PHILIPPE began quickly.  TORGLO began slowly.  HELLO I'M STEWIE & ZANZIQUE collided soon after the start.  TOO DARDY checked off the heels of JELLY BABY on the first turn.  HELLO I'M STEWIE & ZANZIQUE collided on the first turn.  TORGLO checked off the heels of EM'S LIL GEM on the first turn.  BLACK MOSEL raced wide in the back straight.  EM'S LIL GEM & TORGLO collided on the second turn.  ZANZIQUE checked off the heels of HELLO I'M STEWIE and collided with TOO DARDY on the second turn.  ZANZIQUE checked off the heels of TOO DARDY approaching the home turn.  JELLY BABY & HELLO I'M STEWIE collided on the home turn.

Race 6 - Mixed 4/5/Country/520 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:23 PM
(520M):  DANICA KEEPING began quickly.  ROMARIO began very slowly.  WAGTAIL SAGE & RHONDA KEEPING collided soon after the start.  SANTA'S MAGIC, AMELIA KEEPING & WAGTAIL SAGE collided soon after the start.  SANTA'S MAGIC, AMELIA KEEPING & RHONDA KEEPING collided soon after the start.  AMELIA KEEPING & WAGTAIL SAGE checked off the heels of WAGTAIL SAGE on the first turn.  FLAKE MONELLI checked off the heels of DANICA KEEPING on the first turn.  FLAKE MONELLI checked off the heels of NEON at the catching pen.  SANTA'S MAGIC checked off the heels of RHONDA KEEPING in the back straight.  AMELIA KEEPING galloped on the heels of WAGTAIL SAGE on the third turn.  DANICA KEEPING checked off the heels of NEON approaching the home turn.  FLAKE MONELLI & SANTA'S MAGIC collided on the home turn.  ROMARIO & SANTA'S MAGIC collided in the home straight.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/380 - Free For All (s) - 8:40 PM
(380M):  SIMPLY SOPHIE & NOMADIC began quickly.  GRAND LARCENY began slowly.  ISSUE & HELLO I'M BIGGIE collided soon after the start.  HELLO CODY checked off the heels of NOMADIC on the first turn.  ISSUE checked off the heels of SIMPLY SOPHIE on the first turn.  SIMPLY SOPHIE & HELLO I'M BIGGIE collided on the first and second turn.  HELLO CODY checked off the heels of SIMPLY SOPHIE on the second turn.  HELLO I'M BIGGIE & GRAND LARCENY collided on the second turn.  GRAND LARCENY shifted out, raced ungenerously due to injury and collided with HELLO I'M BIGGIE approaching the home turn and under R71 has been placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial.  HELLO I'M BIGGIE & GRAND LARCENY collided several times on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that GRAND LARCENY had a left hindleg pectineus/adductor injury (groin) and a right foreleg shoulder muscle injury and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 8 - Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:56 PM
(520M):  SUGAR KAINE & SUNSET HARLEY began quickly.  OLYMPIC MARINER, ZIPPING IZABELLE & ZABEEKA began slowly.  SUNSET HARLEY & WEST ON POPPY collided approaching the first turn.  OLYMPIC MARINER checked off the heels of AEROPLANE BARNEY and collided with SUNSET HARLEY on the first turn.  SHE'S STARDUST & AEROPLANE BARNEY collided on the first turn.  SHE'S STARDUST & ZABEEKA collided several times on the first turn, SHE'S STARDUST lost ground.  ZIPPING IZABELLE checked off the heels of WEST ON POPPY on the first turn.  WEST ON POPPY checked off the heels of AEROPLANE BARNEY in the back straight.  AEROPLANE BARNEY & WEST ON POPPY collided on the third turn and approaching the home turn.  ZABEEKA checked off the heels of AEROPLANE BARNEY on the home turn.  ZIPPING IZABELLE checked off the heels of SUNSET HARLEY on the home turn.

Race 9 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 9:19 PM
(380M):  HELLO I'M CIPHER began quickly.  CROCODILE FLASH & WINLOCK SAL began slowly.  MOLFETTA GIRL & CROCODILE FLASH collided on the first turn.  MOLFETTA GIRL checked off the heels of HEZA RAPSCALLION on the first turn.

Race 10 - Mixed 5/6/Country/380 - Mixed 5/6 - 9:36 PM

(380M): OLDMATE AMY began quickly. NAPOLEON BOY began slowly. ANGELO KEEPING checked off the heels of OLDMATE AMY soon after the start. ADMIRAL NELSON checked off the heels of OLDMATE AMY and collided with TANGO DANCER on the first turn. ANGELO KEEPING checked off the heels of WESTERN RIPPLE in the back straight. ADMIRAL NELSON & TANGO DANCER collided in the back straight and on the second turn. TANGO DANCER checked off the heels of WESTERN RIPPLE approaching the home turn. ADMIRAL NELSON, TANGO DANCER & WESTERN RIPPLE collided on the home turn. ADMIRAL NELSON raced wide in the home straight. ANGELO KEEPING raced with a dislodged muzzle throughout.

Race 11 - Grade 6/Country/380 - Grade 6 - 9:56 PM
(380M): THERMISTOCLES began quickly. ZIPPING FLYNN & SHEER DREAMS began slowly. LIGHTNING CASSIE & CANAL TURN collided soon after the start. CANAL TURN, IMPERIAL LI & RED RIGHT HAND collided on the first turn. LIGHTNING CASSIE & CANAL TURN collided on the first turn. CANAL TURN & IMPERIAL LI collided on the first turn. IMPERIAL LI checked off the heels of RED RIGHT HAND and collided with SHEER DREAMS on the first turn. LIGHTNING CASSIE & RED RIGHT HAND collided on the first turn. RED RIGHT HAND & HOSIER LANE collided in the back straight, RED RIGHT HAND lost ground. RED RIGHT HAND & SHEER DREAMS collided approaching the second turn. RED RIGHT HAND checked off the heels of LIGHTNING CASSIE on the second turn. LIGHTNING CASSIE, CANAL TURN & RED RIGHT HAND collided on the home turn. IMPERIAL LI & SHEER DREAMS collided in the home straight.

FINAL.